Am I being heard at work?
Communication with people, not at people!

BACKGROUND

RESEARCH AIM

The divide between information delivery and true internal communication is seen in
the outcome, as internal communication is only as effective as the impact it has on the
individuals with whom it is shared.

Normative re-educative OD is a values-based approach focused on improving
organisational effectiveness through:
• the development and growth of employees
• reflection and learning
• trust, participation and building relationships

To interpret what is perceived to be taking place to create meaningful internal
communication as explained by normative re-educative OD.

With a stronger focus by organisations on the bottom line, understanding and
meaning in internal communication is lost and internal communicators become
information disseminators.

This research investigates the connection between internal communication in terms of
the values-based approach of normative re-educative organisation development (OD)
and improved meaning.

Meaning is created when sense is made of an event.

Internal communication provides value when meanings align with actions for it is this
intent that builds beliefs. The search for the essence of this process is the story of
this thesis.
build that narrative
“...to
together…you’re more likely to

deliver…understanding the part
I am going to play…

”

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

When internal communication creates shared meaning:
• values are aligned
• a sense of belonging is felt
…really stay connected with
• engagement increases
each other and I think that

“

creates a better place, a place

Data analysis revealed three themes to explain the relationship between
normative re-educative OD, meaning and internal communication:
• Valuing participation - an expression of the importance of
collaboration, participation and openness
• Valuing relationships - connecting with the hearts and minds
of employees
• Organisational Congruence - having an understanding of people and
the need to nurture values and behaviour development

of more easier communication
flows.

”

MISCOMMUNICATION

DEFENSIVE BEHAVIOUR

CONTROL

COLLABORATION

BUILDING CONNECTIONS
STORYTELLING

VALUING PARTICIPATION

LIVED VALUES

OPENNESS

VALUES ALIGNMENT

FOSTERING COMMUNICATION

VALUING RELATIONSHIPS
RELATIONSHIPS
VALUES FOUNDATION BUILDING

ORGANISATIONAL CONGRUENCE
AUTHENTICITY

SHARED MEANING

INFORMATION OVERLOAD

ENGAGEMENT
VALUES SHIFT
LOW TRUST

BOTTOM LINE FOCUS

RESEARCH METHOD / DESIGN
Research approach: Qualitative
Theoretical framework: Interpretivism
Methodology: Hermeneutic Phenomenology
Data collection: Semi-structured interviews – sharing stories, thoughts and metaphors
Data analysis: Thematic analysis through the constant comparison method
Participants: Internal communication managers in large-scale corporations across a
diversity of industries

CONCLUSION

“really authentic…
…you could be

people feel safe...

”

The initial findings show that where there is alignment between the values-based
approach of normative re-educative OD, meaning and internal communication, the
themes of valuing participation, valuing relationships and organisational congruence are
evidenced. This in turn leads to employees feeling valued, creating improved employee
commitment, engagement and organisational effectiveness.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH TO THE FIELD
✓✓ Extends the knowledge in these fields through the understanding and creation of a
linkage between normative re-educative OD, meaning and internal communication
✓✓ Reveals how internal communication in organisations may be improved
✓✓ Shows how organisational effectiveness, employee commitment and engagement
may be enhanced
✓✓ Improves and develops a more effective, trustworthy, value-based profession for
internal communication managers
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actually starts
“ …that
to build engagement

and commitment with
employees.

”

